Optical twin-lattices allow forming symmetric atom interferometers with a large momentum separation. We succeed to interfere Bose-Einstein condensates moving apart with a speed of more than four hundred photon recoils, and investigate the scaling of its coherence. Our method, currently limited by technical rather than fundamental reasons, promises sensitivities as required for gravitational-wave detection as well as for miniaturizing inertial quantum sensors.
Recently, matter-wave interferometers were suggested for terrestrial gravitational-wave detection in the infrasound domain [1, 2] . Proposals were also made for spaceborne instruments [3, 4] . Today, the required sensitivity appears to be a titanic challenge.
In this Letter, we focus on a key aspect for enhancing the scale factor. We present twin-lattice interferometry, which employs two symmetric counterpropagating lattices [5] . The method displays several advantages: (i) It allows efficiently combining double Bragg diffraction (DBD) [6, 7] with Bloch oscillations (BO) [8] [9] [10] for multi-photon transfer in a delta-kick collimated BoseEinstein condensate (BEC) [11, 12] , (ii) offers unprecedented scalability and, (iii) creates symmetric interferometers for better suppression of diffraction phases, a common challenge in current implementations [13] [14] [15] .
These features bring within reach the sensitivity anticipated for gravitational wave detection which scales linearly with the relative momentum of the atomic wave packets in the interferometer [3, 4] . Proposals assume a transfer of thousands of photon recoils [1, 2] . Large momentum transfer [16] [17] [18] [19] is also of relevance in photonrecoil measurements [20] [21] [22] and inertial sensing [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , where it allows shortening the free-fall distance or enhancing the sensitivity. Benchmark experiments have so far realized asymmetric and symmetric transfer with sequential light pulses and higher-order Bragg transitions [7, 18, 28, 29] .
With the twin lattice, we can form interferometers involving a coherent transfer of up to 1632 photon momenta k in total. In these interferometers, the wave packets obtain a momentum difference of up to K = 408 k which corresponds to a differential speed of 2.2 m/s in our experiment. With this method we also generated a beam splitter where the wave packets have a relative momentum as large as 1008 k.
According to our theoretical model, the interference contrast for large photon transfer is not limited fundamentally, but solely by technical features of our device. This opens up exciting perspectives for many applications, in particular in the gravitational wave detector MIGA [1] .
The setup and scheme for our twin-lattice interferometer is shown in Fig. 1 . Two counterpropagating lattices are formed by retroreflecting a laser beam featuring two frequency components which travels below and parallel to the horizontally aligned surface of an atom chip ( Fig. 1(a) ).
As detailed in [30] , the atom chip serves to generate BECs of up to 1.5 × 10 4 87 Rb atoms in the magnetic state F = 2, m F = 2 in a Ioffe-Pritchard trap featuring frequencies of 43 Hz, 344 Hz, and 343 Hz. A BEC is released from the trap in free fall by switching off the magnetic field and, after a free expansion of 5.4 ms, again exposed to the same field for 0.3 ms. In this way, the BEC experiences a delta-kick, which acts as a collimating lens and results in a narrow momentum distribution [11] , i.e. a residual expansion rate in beam splitter direction of σ v = 0.18 mm/s corresponding to 0.03 k. This procedure is crucial for efficient manipulation of the BECs via double Bragg diffraction in combination with momentum transfer with BO [31] . Immediately after the delta-kick, 90-95% of the BEC is transferred via an adiabatic rapid passage of 9 ms duration to the non-magnetic state F = 2, m F = 0 by coupling the Zeeman levels with a chirped radio-frequency pulse. The different magnetic states are vertically separated from each other by temporarily exposing the BEC to a magnetic field gradient as in Stern-Gerlach-type experiments.
The twin lattice is generated by a frequency-doubled fiber laser (NKT Photonics Koheras Boostik and Toptica Photonics SHG pro) 100 GHz blue-detuned to the D2-transition reducing spontaneous emission. It consists of two light fields with orthogonal linear polarizations, whose frequencies and amplitudes are controlled independently by acousto-optical modulators (AOM, AA Opto Electronics, MT80-1. beam is sent back forming the twin lattice, i.e. two lattices of orthogonal polarization counterpropagating along the horizontal direction. They are simultaneously accelerated with opposite sign by chirping the difference of the two laser frequencies with the AOMs. The interferometer is formed by light pulses, efficiently driving DBD and BO in the twin lattice. Free evolution of the BEC as well as its interaction with the light pulses amounts to a total interferometer duration of 2T = 12.1 ms. First, the twin lattice is exploited to induce two successive first-order double Bragg processes [7] such that the center-of-mass-motion of the BEC evolves into a superposition of momentum states of ±4 k. The light pulses driving Bragg diffraction have a Gaussianshaped temporal envelope of 37.5 µs width. Hereafter, the states are loaded into the counterpropagating twins by linearly increasing their intensities within 200 µs up to 1.2 Watt and adjusting their velocity to the clouds moving apart. Each state is accelerated by the respective copropagating lattice via BO during 2 ms and gains additional momentum of up to 200 k. For the release out of the lattices, the intensity is lowered again linearly. After a free evolution time of 200 µs, the motion of the clouds is first slowed down via BO to ±4 k, then inverted via successive double Bragg scattering and again accelerated via BOs. After a free evolution time of 200 µs, the velocities of the clouds are reduced in the same manner in order to finally recombine them via the last double Bragg process resulting in three output ports showing interferences.
Figure 1(b) shows the atomic trajectories in the horizontal direction of the twin lattice over time (left) as well as the temporal sequence of light pulses interacting with the BEC (right). In our case, the interferometer signal is defined as the normalized number of detected atoms
where N ±2 k are the atom numbers in the outer and N 0 k in the inner port. Figure 1(c) shows the output ports for two experimental realizations where the wave packets in the interferometer have had a momentum splitting of 48 k or 408 k, respectively. They are detected via absorption imaging with a CCD camera at a maximum observable free-fall time of 35.5 ms.
The transfer efficiencies obtained with twin lattices are instrumental for generating symmetric interferometers employing several hundred BOs. Since one lattice might disturb the effect of the other, we compare the efficiency obtained in experiments starting with BECs in different momentum superpositions. We first prepare a superposition of symmetric momentum states ±2, ±4 or ±6 k by performing first-order double Bragg diffraction and a respective number of sequential first-order pulses. Subsequently, we increase the differential momentum by 4 k via BOs and measure the number of atoms in the final momentum states. Thanks to the use of delta-kick collimated BECs, we achieved a transfer efficiency of 98.8% per recoil in Bragg processes. While the observed efficiency is still remarkable with respect to standard Raman-type interferometers of laser cooled atoms [32] , it is lower than the one we obtained for BOs reaching 99.95% per recoil in our setup [33] . Figure 2 illustrates non-adiabatic losses in a twin lattice by comparing the experimentally achieved (markers) and the matching theoretically simulated efficiency (lines) for a fixed momentum transfer of 2 k with BOs starting from different initial superpositions of ±2 k(a), ±4 k(b) and ±6 k(c). In particular, it shows the efficiencies observed for different durations t acc = (100, 200, 400, 800) µs of the acceleration depending on the lattice depth V 0 . For lower initial momenta, the transfer efficiency reaches a pronounced optimum at a specific lattice depth with decreasing maximum value for increasing acceleration. Indeed, slower accelerations lower the rate of non-adiabatic interband transitions, leading to lower atom losses in the final momentum state as expected from Landau-Zener theory [10] . For larger initial momenta the efficiency comes close to hundred percent. Figures 2(a) -(c) clearly show the importance of the initial relative momentum separation achieved by DBD for a complete momentum transfer by BO in our setup.
In order to explain the observed atom losses, our simulations, based on a 1D-reduced Gross-Pitaevskii model [34] , take into account imperfections of our optical setup creating the twin lattice. Neither the LandauZener theory describing an ideal single lattice nor our simulations of an ideal twin lattice, as shown in the inset for the process ±2 k → ±4 k, could reproduce the experimental data. These losses result from imperfect polarizations of the light fields giving rise to unwanted standing waves as detailed in [35] . Adding a standing lattice of 0.37 V 0 depth, the theoretical curves agree with the experimental data. Fortunately, the losses can be overcome by increasing the initial splitting in our setup.
In consequence, we employed in our interferometers a beam splitter creating a superposition of ±4 k, being the best trade-off between losses caused by parasitic standing waves and lower efficiency of Bragg processes. Thus, we obtain an efficiency of 99.93% per recoil for Bloch processes in our interferometers. Presently, the transferred number of photon recoils is limited solely by the available free fall time and laser power.
We analyze the spatial coherence of these interferometers through statistical means by measuring the interference amplitude in dependence of a spatial displacement of the trajectories [26] . The displacement is adjusted by varying the free evolution time in the second half of the interferometer by ±δT as indicated in Fig. 1(b) . In our setup, already interferometers involving momentum states of ±4 k and a duration of 2T = 12.1 ms are perturbed by vibrations as large as 10 −2 m/s 2 / √ Hz giving rise to fluctuations of more than 2π. Hence, we assume that the population of the interferometer ports results from a random phase, i.e. white phase noise.
Ideally, the spatial displacement of the trajectories is proportional to the time difference δT and the relative velocity K/m Rb . The dependence of the contrast on the displacement is described by a Gaussian bell-shaped curve 2 [26, 28] , σ p being the standard deviation of the normalized population p and σ v the expansion rate of the BEC in beam splitter direction. Fig. 3(a) shows the experimental values of the interference contrast of the twin-lattice interferometers depending on δT for different relative momenta K as well as the corresponding Gaussian fits to the data. The latter allows us to determine the maximum contrast, the technical noise and the distribution's width σ δT = 1/(Kσ v / ). The spatial displacement of the BECs scales with KδT and hence, the width of the Gaussian distribution ideally reduces with the inverse of the momentum separation K for a given spatial coherence length. This agrees well with our observations shown in Fig. 3(b) and indicates that the coherent manipulation of the BEC is not reducing the coherence length of the atomic ensemble contributing to the interference signal.
The maxima of the fit curves of the interference contrast, 2 √ 2σ p (δT ), (black dots) clearly decrease with increasing number of BO in a neither linear nor exponential way as detailed in Fig. 4(a) . The inferred technical noise (blue squares), caused e.g. by laser intensity fluctuations, is independent of K and has only little impact. Indeed, we identify a combination of two effects as culprits validated by simulations.
The first effect is an offset of atoms due to the finite beam splitting efficiency in the twin lattice. We gauge the total number of atoms in the output ports in terms of the one obtained in an interferometer exclusively based on DBD as displayed in Fig. 4(c) . It declines with momentum separation K to about 35% for K = 408 k indicating rising Landau-Zener losses as we need to em- Figure 3 . (a) Experimentally observed contrast of the twinlattice interferometer in dependence of the spatial overlap of the BECs for increasing relative momenta and corresponding Gaussian fits. We measure the contrast for decreasing spatial overlap at the last double diffraction pulse which is adjusted by varying the duration of the second free-evolution time by δT with respect to the first one. The displacement of the two wave packets varies with δT K. The extreme sensitivity of the interferometer to inertial noise requires a statistical analysis of the sinusoidal signal at the output ports assuming white phase noise. In this case, the contrast is proportional to the standard deviation σp of the normalized atom number at the output port p. (b) The width σ δT of the envelopes decays with the inverse of the relative momentum K for a constant spatial coherence length.
ploy faster accelerations to transfer more momenta in our setup. We counteracted these losses by employing deeper lattices as shown in Fig. 4(b) at the cost of an increase of spontaneous emission. For example, in case of the K = 408 k interferometer the required lattice depth V 0 = 25.3 E r already leads to a spontaneous emission rate of 22 s −1 causing an 18% atom loss. In the model (green diamonds), we assume that Landau-Zener losses only occur for atoms contributing to the oscillating signal, while the offset of atoms from the double Bragg process is not affected. Furthermore, spontaneous emission scatters atoms out of the interferometer ports, but does not influence the contrast with BECs. Therefore, the contrast decays due to larger non-adiabatic losses for increasing relative momentum as explained in [35] . However, in our model, these atom losses can only partially explain the observed contrast reduction (green diamonds).
A second cause is dephasing due to an imperfect Gaussian beam profile. Such perturbations result e.g. from light diffraction on an edge of the chip and give rise to spatially variable dipole forces along the two interferometer arms. Calculating the different atomic trajectories according to the ensemble's spatial distribution and pathdependent dipole forces [35] gives rise to a loss of contrast (red diamonds) due to a spatially varying phase across the BEC similarly as in [20, [36] [37] [38] .
Combining the models for atom loss and dephasing processes (open orange circles) enables us to match the observed contrast loss. We base our analysis on a model assuming a mere clipping of the twin lattice beams at one edge of the chip and a relative magnitude of the intensity perturbations assumed to be 9% of the twin lattice depth compatible with measurements of the beam profile.
Our theoretical model for Gaussian-shaped beams as well as experimental results show that in the ideal case of an undisturbed lattice, neither the Landau-Zener losses nor the differential dipole force arising due to the Gaussian waist will be critical. For intensity variations in the order of 0.5% the model predicts a contrast of more than 90% at K = 408 k. Experimentally, an absolute Stark shift compensation may help to reduce the effect of residual local inhomogeneities by adding an additional light field of opposite detuning [15, 26] . In that case, the momentum splitting achievable in our setup is only limited by available acceleration time of 2 ms and the maximal available laser power of 1.2 W.
In conclusion, twin-lattice interferometry is a novel method to create symmetric interferometers employing matter waves with a large relative momentum. We observed spatial coherence up to K = 408 k corresponding to a total scattering of far more than a thousand photon recoils. Our experimental studies, as well as our theoretical simulation, reveal that only technical reasons limit the current efficiency of the beam splitter or generally the scaling of our method. The latter makes twin-lattice interferometry an excellent candidate for exploiting BECs featuring non-classical correlations [39, 40] . Our method is applicable to enhanced quantum tilt meters [7, 41] , gradiometers [23, 27] , gyroscopes [24] and h/m measurements [21, 22] . Last but not least, twin-lattice interferometry should open up the path to devices such as MIGA [1] employing BECs featuring a relative momentum of one or two thousand photon recoils as required for terrestrial detectors of infrasound gravitational waves [2] .
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